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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
I/We wish to apply for membership in the Calgary Glass & Architectural Metals Alliance Society (GAMA). By signing the
application, we authorize the Calgary Glass & Architectural Metals Alliance Society (GAMA) to make inquiries as necessary in
order to establish that:
a) I/We meet the membership criteria of G.A.M.A.; and
b) Our good repute, honesty and financial responsibility, as well as our management ability and experience in the glazing
industry will make us a valued member of the Calgary Glass & Architectural Metals Alliance Society (GAMA).
The application process is as follows:
a) Application is submitted
b) The application is submitted to the board.
c) The application is submitted to the membership for a vote at the next general meeting.
d) Notification of acceptance or denial is given to the applying company.

Company Name:
Company Address:
City:

Province:

Phone:

Fax:

Postal Code:

Contact Name:
E-mail Address:
Corporation

Website:

____

Partnership ____

Joint Venture ____

Subsidiary ____

Date of Incorporation (minimum of one year)

Individual _____

______________________

1.

How many years has your organization been in business under its present name? _____________

2.

Under what other or former names has your organization operated?
__________________________________________________________________________

3.

Name of the principals/owners of your organization.

(a) _____________________________________ Title: _________________________________
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(b) _____________________________________ Title: _________________________________
(c) ______________________________________ Title: _________________________________

4.

Trade References – list companies that you have dealings with in the glazing industry.

(a)_____________________________________________________________________________
(b)_____________________________________________________________________________
(c)_____________________________________________________________________________
5.

Please indicate all types of business you provide:

Manufacturer ____

Installation – Residential ____

Contractor

Supplier ____

____

Wholesaler

Installation – Commercial ____
____

Other (please describe) ___________________________________________________________
6.

How many apprentices and journeypersons do you have in your employ?

Registered Apprentices ___________

Journeypersons __________

Sponsor’s Name and Company
1
2

Active: $420

Other:__________________________

Active Member – A firm or corporation bidding material and/or labor to those firms or corporations actively engaged in bidding glass
and metal glazing contracts.
7. Dues - Please make your cheque payable to the Calgary Glass & Architectural Metals Alliance Society (GAMA)and forward
your payment along with your membership application
Calgary Glass & Architectural Metals Alliance Society
(GAMA)
c/o Calgary Construction Association
2725-12th Street N.E. - Calgary, Alberta Canada – T2E
7J2
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For Office Use only:
Application Approval

Dues Received ______

_____________________________________
President

___________________________________
Membership

_____________________________________
Vice President

___________________________________
Date
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Working in winter
OHS information for employers and workers
The purpose of this bulletin is to provide employers
and workers with health and safety information
about working in winter.

Key information



Employers have an obligation to ensure
the health and safety of workers.
Being ready for winter conditions means
being aware of hazards and being
prepared.

Alberta’s unpredictable winter weather creates many
hazardous conditions. While Alberta’s occupational
health and safety legislation does not specifically
address working in cold weather, employers are
obligated to protect their workers and other
individuals at or around the work site from potential
hazards. Workers also have an obligation to take
reasonable care to protect the health and safety of
themselves and others in the vicinity of the work site.

Alberta’s Occupational Health
and Safety Act section 3(1)
states
Every employer shall ensure, as
far as it is
reasonably practicable for the employer to do so
(a) the health and safety and welfare of
(i) workers engaged in the work of that
employer,
(ii) those workers not engaged in the work of
that employer but present at the work site at
which that work is being carried out, and
(iii) other persons at or in the vicinity of the work
site who may be affected by hazards originating
from the work site

This bulletin outlines some common winter hazards
and ways to address those hazards; however, there
may be additional requirements related to your work
site or the type of work you do. It is essential that
you identify and address all hazards.

At the work site
Indoors or outdoors, winter conditions can put
workers at risk. Before winter, review your hazard
assessment to help identify any additional seasonal
hazards. Ensure all identified existing and potential
hazards are addressed.
 Keep walks, entryways and loading docks clear
of water, ice and snow. Keep snow shovels and
de-icer or sand near these areas.
 Make sure parking lots are plowed, sanded and
well lit.
 Check that heating, ventilation and monitoring
systems are ready for winter.
- Inspect heating systems for proper function
and make sure all work areas have
appropriate ventilation.
- Test carbon monoxide detectors or
monitoring equipment,
and exhaust systems.
- To learn more about
carbon monoxide, read
Carbon monoxide at
the work site (CH031).
 Check the weather forecast. Employers can
consider allowing workers to go home early if a
storm is imminent or offer work-from-home
options on days when weather is severe.

Working outside
Many Alberta industries, including oilfield and
construction, continue outdoor work year-round. In
winter, changing weather conditions bring new
hazards to working outdoors.
 Frost in the early mornings and in shaded areas
can be an unexpected slip and fall hazard, as it
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may only appear under certain weather
conditions. Keep pathways well lit and sanded.
 Shorter daylight hours increase the need for
appropriate lighting.
- Position lights so they do not create shadows.
- Consider scheduling tasks according to the
light required. For example, schedule big
equipment moves for full daylight hours.
 Working at heights poses a higher risk in winter
conditions.
- Wind or frost and ice can destabilize supports
such as ladders or roofing brackets.
- Snow on rooftops can hide hazards such as
skylights or vents.
- Workers are more susceptible to cold
exposure due to high winds.
- Snow is heavy and adds to the load on roofs
or raised surfaces. Consider the maximum
load limit of the surface before adding the
weight of a worker to that load.
Worker performance
Temperature, wind, level of activity and clothing can
all affect how an individual experiences cold. Health
effects associated with working in the cold include
frostbite and hypothermia. The following controls
can help protect workers from cold weather
conditions:
 give workers time to adjust to colder conditions
before assigning a full work schedule
 provide enclosures and heating systems where
practical and possible
 shield workers from drafts and wind
 use a work/warm-up schedule, limiting the period
of outdoor work between warm-ups
 use a buddy system to avoid working alone in
very cold weather
 educate workers on signs of over exposure to
cold which can result in health problems such as
frostbite and hypothermia
See Best Practice – Working Safely
in the Heat and Cold (GS006) for
more information on the health risks
of working in cold weather conditions.

Winter safety basics
Conditions outside change every day in the winter.
Simple precautions can help prevent slips, falls,
frostbite and hypothermia.
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Walk with care. Take short shuffle-like steps and
keep your hands out of your pockets. Use available
handrails. Be aware of hazards under the snow,
such as ice or holes. Assume all wet pavement is
slippery and icy.
Dress appropriately. Always have hat and mitts or
gloves on hand. Wear insulated, waterproof
footwear with non-slip treads.

Driving for work
Being prepared for winter driving is just as important
as knowing how to drive safely in winter conditions.
 Ensure vehicles have appropriate tires for the
roads they travel. Snow tires are best for most
parts of Alberta in winter. All four tires should
match in size, type and speed rating. Check air
pressure often – air pressure drops about 1 psi
for every 5°C.
 Winterize vehicles. Check exhaust, heating and
cooling systems for leaks. Test the battery and
replace if necessary. Check lights regularly.
Change to winter windshield wipers.
 Equip each vehicle with a winter survival kit.
 Scrape frost from windows to improve visibility.
 Remove snow and ice from vehicles to prevent
flying snow and ice from endangering other
vehicles on the road.
 Remind workers to activate taillights in inclement
weather by turning on headlights. Taillights are
not lit with automatic daytime running lights.
 Consider developing a winter driving policy that
lists responsibilities and expectations for both the
employer and workers.
 Consider developing winter driving procedures to
outline how to respond to different situations.
 Check the weather forecast and road reports
when planning any travel. If possible, postpone
trips when conditions are unsafe.
For more information about winter driving for work,
read Snow and Ice on
Commercial Vehicles (GS011),
the CCOSH fact sheet Driving
Tips – Winter, and Transport
Canada’s Winter Driving page.

For more information
Contact Us
OHS Contact Centre
Anywhere in Alberta
 1-866-415-8690
Edmonton & area
 780-415-8690
Deaf or hearing impaired:
 1-800-232-7215 (Alberta)
 780-427-9999 (Edmonton)
PSI Online Reporting Service
alberta.ca/report-potentially-seriousincidents.aspx

Carbon monoxide at the work site (CH031)
ohs-pubstore.labour.alberta.ca/ch031
Best Practice – Working Safely in the Heat and
Cold (GS006)
ohs-pubstore.labour.alberta.ca/gs006
Snow and Ice on Commercial Vehicles (GS011)
ohs-pubstore.labour.alberta.ca/gs011
CCOHS – Driving Tips – Winter
ccohs.ca/oshanswers/safety_haz/icesnow.html
Transport Canada - Winter Driving
tc.gc.ca/eng/motorvehiclesafety/safevehiclessafetyfeatures-winterdriving-index-693.htm

Website
alberta.ca/occupational-health-safety.aspx

Get copies of the OHS Act,
Regulation and Code
Alberta Queen’s Printer
qp.gov.ab.ca
Occupational Health and Safety
alberta.ca/ohs-act-regulation-code.aspx

© 2019 Government of Alberta
This material is for information only. The information provided in this material is solely for the user’s information and convenience and, while thought to be
accurate and functional, it is provided without warranty of any kind. The Crown, its agents, employees or contractors will not be liable to you for any damages,
direct or indirect, arising out of your use of the information contained in this material. If in doubt with respect to any information contained within this material, or
for confirmation of legal requirements, please refer to the current edition of the Occupational Health and Safety Act, Regulation and Code or other applicable
legislation. Further, if there is any inconsistency or conflict between any of the information contained in this material and the applicable legislative requirement,
the legislative requirement shall prevail. This material is current to October 2019. The law is constantly changing with new legislation, amendments to existing
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transmitted for non-commercial purposes. The source of this material must be acknowledged when publishing or issuing it to others. This material is not to be
used, reproduced, stored or transmitted for commercial purposes without written permission from the Government of Alberta.
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OHS eNews
November 2019
OHS information for employers
and workers
Visit the Online Resource Portal for resources to
help guide you through OHS legislative
requirements. The portal website allows you to
provide feedback on your portal experience and on
specific publications. Look for the ‘Feedback’ link on
the left-hand menu.
New and updated information includes:
 Developing a first aid plan
 Domestic violence in the workplace (new)
 Internal responsibility system (Webinar)
 Medication in first aid kits
 Occupational health and safety and the internal
responsibility system
 Oil and gas work sites defined (new)
 Reporting and investigating OHS incidents at a
mine or mine site
 Workplace first aid records
 Working in winter (new)
OHS/ES poster series:
 Know the rules
 Know your rights
 Working?
 Do you know how to refuse dangerous work?
 Stop harassment and violence in the workplace
New OHS resources for First Nations, Métis and
Inuit workers including tips sheets for employers and
information for Indigenous training and employment
organizations.
 Understanding Indigenous workers’ occupational
health and safety needs
o Tips for employers
o Tips for Indigenous training and employment
organizations
o Know your responsibilities as a worker
o Use your worker rights
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Contact OHS
1-866-415-8690 (toll-free)
780-415 -8690 (Edmonton)
TTY: 1-800-232-7215
TTY: 780-427-9999 (Edmonton)
Report an Incident

PSI Online Reporting

Working in winter
Alberta’s unpredictable winter weather creates many
hazardous conditions. Read Working in winter to
recognize common winter hazards and ways to
address them.
When winter hits, nearly 700 snowplows and other
snow removal equipment work to keep Alberta’s
highways clear and open to traffic. Learn more on
how you can help keep roads safe.

Mine and mine sites reporting
Reporting mine and mine site incidents just got
easier. Report incidents listed under OHS Act
section 40(4) online using the Incident Reporting
service. Read about all the changes.

OHS proactive inspections
Each year, OHS undertakes a proactive inspection
program that focuses on specific industry sectors,
employers or types of work. Read about this
program.

Translations in French
Find French translations for many of our OHS
resources on the Online Resource Portal. Select ‘By
Language’ from the category options.

Incidents recently reported to the
OHS Contact Centre
Below are summaries of selected work-related
incidents reported to Alberta OHS. Use these
incidents as a way to start health and safety
conversations in your workplace. As these incidents
are still under investigation, no additional information
can be shared.
Crushed hand
A worker was working on the assembly of a 4T-90
centrifuge bowl. The worker was spinning off the
lifting device from the threaded top of the bowl when
an 8-10lb lifting device fell off the top of the threaded
stem crushing their hand. The worker was admitted
to hospital. Mining and petroleum development
Fall from height
A worker was using a fork-mounted man-basket
while servicing an overhead door motor. The
man-basket dislodged from the forklift forks and fell
approximately 3 metres to the ground below. The
worker was admitted to hospital. Construction and
construction trades

Pinned finger
A worker was manually adjusting wood pallets when
their finger was pinned between two loaded pallets.
First aid was performed on site and worker was
admitted to hospital. Manufacturing, packaging and
processing

Flash fire
A crane came into contact with an overhead 13.8 kV
power line. The rigging struck the overhead power
line twice, causing a subsequent arc flash/explosion
and fire at the electrical panel. There were no
injuries. Construction and construction trades
Pinched hand
A worker was removing a piece of tape from a
conveyor roller when their hand was pulled in
between the steel roller and the conveyor belt. The
worker radioed for the conveyor to be shut down and
for help. The worker was admitted to hospital.
Wholesale and retail
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Quick Links








Alberta OHS Legislation
Infographics
Motor vehicle incidents
Occupational diseases
Partnerships in Injury Reduction
Workplace incidents
Alberta Queen’s Printer

Detailed information for 2018 fatalities will be posted
to Alberta.ca when the data is available.

